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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
MARSHALL DIVISION
John Van Stry,
Plaintiff,
v.
Travis Robert McCrea and Francisco
Humberto Dias doing business as
“Frantech Solutions,”
Defendants.

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Case No.

2:19-cv-00104

Jury

PLAINTIFF JOHN VAN STRY’S ORIGINAL
COMPLAINT FOR COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
Plaintiff John Van Stry (“Mr. Van Stry”) hereby brings the present
action against individuals Messrs. Travis Robert McCrea (“Mr. McCrea”)
and Francisco Humberto Dias, the latter doing business as a registered sole
proprietorship Frantech Solutions (“Frantech”), and allege as follows:
PARTIES AND AFFILIATES
Plaintiff
1. Plaintiff Mr. Van Stry is an individual residing in the Eastern
District of Texas.

1
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Defendants
2. Travis McCrea is an individual, who, on information and belief, is
residing in the Point Grey area of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada,
perhaps at 1601-788 Jervis St., Vancouver BC, V6E 0B5, Canada.
3. Francisco Humberto Dias (“Mr. Dias”) is an individual, who, on
information and belief, is doing business as a registered sole proprietorship,
“Frantech Soutions,” operating since July 3, 2007, with British Columbia
corporate registration number FM0628346, British Columbia National
Business Number 81511 6835 BC0001, and business and mailing address
of 3635 Craigmillar Ave., Victoria, British Columbia, V8P 3H2, Canada.
SUBJECT MATTER JURISDICTION
4. This is a civil action requesting remedies under U.S. Code Title
17—Copyrights, §§ 502–05, for infringement of copyright as provided by
§§ 106 and 113–14 granting, among other rights, that “the owner of
copyright under this title has the exclusive rights to do and to authorize any
of the following: (1) to reproduce the copyrighted work in copies . . . (3) to
distribute copies . . . of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or other
transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease, or lending.”
5. Court has subject matter jurisdiction at least under 28 U.S.C. §§
1331 and 1338(a), the first providing for federal questions and the latter
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providing that “[t]he district courts shall have original jurisdiction of any
civil action arising under any Act of Congress relating to . . . copyrights .
. .”
PERSONAL JURISDICTION
6. The Court has specific personal jurisdiction over Messrs. McCrea
and Dias because they performed acts by which they purposefully availed
themselves of the benefits and protections of the laws of the State of Texas,
and the present litigation results from injuries arising from their activities
in this state and district as described herein.
7. Specifically, upon information and belief, Mr. McCrea advertises,
distributes, and imports via Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike website (see below
for description) and allows for and does reproduce the copyrighted Works
(also described below) in copies without permission or license into Texas
and this district.
8. Further, upon information and belief, Frantech provides hosting
services for the eBook.Bike website and allows for and does reproduce the
copyrighted Works in copies without permission or license into Texas and
this district.
9. Additionally, both Defendants continued to do so after receiving
actual notice of the infringement.
ORIGINAL COMPLAINT
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10. More, both Defendants contribute to the infringement of others,
and are vicariously liable for infringement of others who are infringing, in
this district. Mr. McCrea had actual knowledge of the infringement of users
of his website, Frantech had the same information and knowledge of direct
infringement of Mr. McCrea, and each materially contributed to the direct
infringement by providing a hardware and/or software platform, which
encouraged and facilitated copyright infringement in this state and district.
Further, Mr. McCrea has the right and ability to supervise the infringing
activity of users in this district, and Frantech has the right to control or
reasonably discipline Mr. McCrea for Mr. McCrea’s rampant infringing of
copyright in this district, but both Defendants chose not to do so, so that
they could receive a material gain.
VENUE
11. Venue in copyright for domestic entities is governed by 28 U.S.C.
§ 1400(a), which recites that an action “may be instituted in the district in
which the defendant or his agent resides or may be found.” Neither Mr.
McCrea nor Mr. Dias resides in any judicial district. A defendant “may be
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found” in a district where he is subject to personal jurisdiction. 1 For all
venue purposes, a defendant who is not a resident of the United States may
be sued in any district, see 28 USC § 1391(c)(3). 2
12. Upon information and belief, Mr. McCrea is subject to personal
jurisdiction in this district as described above, and also resides full-time in
Canada, so venue as to Mr. McCrea is also proper in this district under
either statute.
13. Similarly, upon information and belief, Mr. Dias is subject to
personal jurisdiction in this district as described above, and also resides
full-time in Canada, so venue as to Mr. Dias is proper in this district under
either statute.
14. While other districts may be proper as well, this venue was
chosen, because plaintiff resides within this district.

1

2

See General Design Sign Co. No 02-cv-2298-H (N.D. Tex. Jan. 31,
2003).
See also In re HTC Corp., No. 2018-130 (Fed. Cir. May 9, 2018) (cert.
denied) (following the holding of the Supreme Court in Brunette Machine
Works, Ltd. v. Kockum Indus., Inc., 406 U.S. 706 (1972) (“[S]uits against
aliens are wholly outside the operation of all the federal venue laws,
general and special.”)).
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JOINDER
15. Permissive joinder under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 20 is
proper because the rights to relief are asserted against Defendants jointly,
severally, or in the alternative with respect to or arising out of the same
transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences and any
question of law or fact common to all defendants will arise in the matter.
16. Although the phrase “transaction or occurrence” is not defined in
Rule 20(a), courts have analogously interpreted this phrase in the
compulsory counterclaims Rule 13(a). The Supreme Court has stated that
for purposes of Rule 13(a): “Transaction” is a word of flexible meaning. It
may comprehend a series of many occurrences, depending not so much
upon the immediateness of their connection as upon their logical
relationship.

Thus, all “logically related” events entitling a person to

institute a legal action against another generally are regarded as comprising
a transaction or occurrence.
17. Here Defendants coordinated, Frantech providing the hardware
and utility software, and Mr. McCrea provided the software and user
interface upon the hardware Frantech provided, to engage in obvious
copyright infringement on a massive scale.

Mr. McCrea promoted

Frantech, and Frantech protected Mr. McCrea by refusing to act in the face
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of overwhelming objective evidence that Mr. McCrea was using Frantech’s
platform to setup an e-book “piracy” website.
18. Permissive joinder in the instant case permits a more efficient
management of plaintiff’s claims against the several defendants and to
reduce the costs and burdens to Plaintiff, Defendants and the Court.
19. The Supreme Court has said that “under the Rules, the impulse is
toward entertaining the broadest possible scope of action consistent with
fairness to the parties; Joinder of claims, parties and remedies is strongly
encouraged.”
FACTUAL BACKGROUND
John Van Stry
20. Mr. Van Stry began writing in 2011 when he published his first
book in the independent writer’s market.

Mr. Van Stry received such

positive feedback to his first novel that he continued to write and publish
works part-time, while working as a contractor and consultant in the
software industry.

In or around the fall of 2014, Mr. Van Stry did

particularly well with the very popular Portals of Infinity series. As such,
by 2015, Mr. Van Stry was a full-time author, who lives solely off the
royalties from his books.
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21. In the fall of 2017, Mr. Van Stry started a new “brand” under the
penname “Jan Stryvant.” These Stryvant books have proven even more
popular, and have launched Mr. Van Stry into the top one percent of the
industry. As of the writing of this complaint, Mr. Van Stry has published
twenty-two books under his own name, and fourteen books, plus three short
story collections, under his penname. He has had over seventeen number
one best-sellers on Amazon.
22. Mr. Van Stry received copyright protection for his books [see
Exhibit 1], has placed proper notices of copyright pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §
401 on the Works, and has never given permission or license, explicit or
implied, for Defendants to advertise, sell, import, copy, or distribute in or
into the United States or the Eastern District of Texas any of his Works.
Travis McCrea
23. Mr. McCrea has a long and proud history of pervasive, blatant,
and egregious violations of other persons’ intellectual property rights (more
colloquially referred to as “piracy”). Below is Mr. McCrea’s self-chosen
moniker, “The Pirate,” from his blog, circa 2011. 3

3

https://web.archive.org/web/20111024171632/http://travismccrea.com/.
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24. Indeed, Mr. McCrea became the leader of a group called the
“Pirate Party of Canada” and ran as a candidate in 2011 for Canadian
Parliament (he received 0.02% of the vote). Mr. McCrea boasted that he
“pirates” movies by downloading through torrents or usenet, that his media
piracy “isn’t theft,” and stated that he will continue his piracy downloading
until the media is offered to him at what he considers a fair and accessible
price. 4 Mr. McCrea’s Pirate Party had, as a key tenant of its platform, to
“decriminalize non-commercial file sharing.” 5 Pictures of Mr. McCrea
promoting his Pirate Party are shown as follows. 6

4

5

6

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/the180/piracy-morals-public-art-sir-john-amacdonald-s-legacy-1.2893214/sharing-community-believes-onlinepiracy-is-moral-1.2893228
https://web.archive.org/web/20111127213302/http://travismccrea.com/platforms
https://i1.wp.com/caseywolfgang.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/580567_10150663835456625_611145295_n.jpg (left);
https://www.straight.com/news/364946/travis-mccrea-pirate-partyseeks-better-future-canada (right).
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25. In 2012, Mr. McCrea posted the “German Pirate Manifesto” to his
site which has tenants such as “no restrictions on copying” and “free
copying and free use,” which Mr. McCrea said was “pretty awesome.” 7
26. By 2013, Mr. McCrea listed on his resume positions including
“Cheif [sic] Administrative Officer Pirate Parties International,” “Captain
United States Pirate Party (Pirate National Committee),” and “Deputy
Leader Pirate Party of Canada.” 8
27. Mr. McCrea is literally the poster child of abusers of struggling
authors, wearing a “Support Piracy” shirt, in a picture of himself he posted
on tumblr:

7

8

https://web.archive.org/web/20120427152117/http://travismccrea.com:80
https://web.archive.org/web/20131121035439/http://travismccrea.com/resume/.
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MCCREA’S LIBRARY PIRATE WEBSITE
28. In a May 3, 2013 interview, Mr. McCrea admitted that he ran
http://librarypirate.me (“LibraryPirate”), a website that brazenly traded
pirated textbooks. 9 Mr. McCrea’s LibraryPirate instructed students on how
to make digital scans of their textbooks and post the pirated scans to the
site he ran for “free downloading,” boasting he made 1,700 pirated
textbooks available by August 2011, and made money by advertising on his
LibraryPirate website to the people drawn to his illegally available works.10
Mr. McCrea also sought donations from users. 11

9

10

11

https://www.anonymous-france.eu/travis-mccrea-charles-sheehanmiles-great-copyright-debate.html
https://www.chronicle.com/blogs/wiredcampus/new-site-brazenlytrades-pirated-e-textbooks/32966
http://librarypirate.me/faq.php?do=view&id=2
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MCCREA’S TUEBL.CA WEBSITE
29. On or about January 2013, Mr. McCrea setup his tuebl.ca website.
T.U.E.B.L. stands for “The Ultimate Electronic Book Library.” 12

Mr.

McCrea solicited individuals who had digital copies of books in the popular
ePub format, typically used on e-readers, such as Kindles, to upload their
books on tuble.ca and to tuebl.com, the latter of which would redirected to
tuble.ca (collectively “tuebl”), after which he would then make copies of
the books available to any and all.
30. From the very beginning of tuebl, Mr. McCrea sought donations
as a quid pro quo for providing books for which Mr. McCrea had no right
to share.

31. Quickly, on or about the beginning of 2013, Mr. McCrea boasted
on tubel of having 7 thousand authors and 24 thousand books available. 13
And, in about six months, his self-reported numbers were up to 32 thousand

12
13

https://web.archive.org/web/20130112225757/http://tuebl.ca/
https://web.archive.org/web/20130117173858/http://tuebl.ca:80/
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books, and 13 thousand authors, having their books downloaded over 9.5
million times. 14

32. Mr. McCrea’s position with respect to following the DMCA,
legislation enacted in 1998 to deal with copyright challenges the digital
world faces, is that he did not have to comply as he was “not a US citizen”—
a statement at odds with the fact that Mr. McCrea appears to have been born
in Clovis California, 15 unless he renounced his citizenship—and that he was
free to, and did, add extra requirements beyond the DMCA for those
seeking to have their unlicensed copyrighted works taken-down from his
website. Mr. McCrea’s extra requirements included (1) that the author must
prove the requester is representing the copyright holder beyond an
attestation that the requestor does so, subject to penalties of perjury, and
(2) requiring scanned or faxed hand-signed letters, refusing to accept emails
or PDF letters. 16

14
15
16

https://web.archive.org/web/20140209053446/http://tuebl.ca/
https://roosterteeth.com/user/teamcoltra
https://web.archive.org/web/20121201051511/http://digitalpatriots.org/2012/01/why-cant-writers-read/#more-46
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33. Mr. McCrea has publicly said that he does not care if what he is
doing via tuebl is illegal, and that he would do it regardless.17
34. Mr. McCrea compared tuebl to “The Pirate Bay,” perhaps the most
notorious illegal movie file-sharing site, when putting together a guide for
“other folks who either run filesharing websites or are looking to start up
their own.” 18
35. Additionally, Mr. McCrea indicated that donations to him via his
tuebl website would be tax deductible because the contribution would be
made to a church—the Kopimist “Church” of Kopimism—and linked to
the Kopimism.me URL. 19

Kopimism
36. Kopimism is pronounced “Copy-me-ism.”

17

18
19

https://www.anonymous-france.eu/travis-mccrea-charles-sheehanmiles-great-copyright-debate.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20121102101253/http://travismccrea.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20121211081956/http://tuebl.ca/faq
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37. McCrea registered “The Kopimist Church of Idaho Inc.” as a
Religious Non-Profit Corporation with the state of Idaho August 20, 2012. 20
38. Mr. McCrea was president of the Kopimist Church of Idaho until
February 5, 2014 when he became the “Chief Missionary and Outreach
Officer and Director,” and Mr. McCrea refers to himself as “reverend.” 21

20
21

https://sosbiz.idaho.gov/api/report/GetImageByNum/A0110-6928
https://falkvinge.net/2013/09/21/paypal-takes-on-kopimism/
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39. “Reverend” McCrea is on record as having said that “giving away
other people’s intellectual property” is his “religious vocation.” 22
40. One tenant of Kopimism is to resist intellectual property, or “antiKopimisticism,” laws: 23
Away with anti-kopimist laws In almost all countries
there are intellectual property laws. Intellectual property
laws are inherently discriminatory. Society generally
tolerates these egregious violations of our intellectual
sovereignty and freedom. Therefore you have to – if you
follow missionary mandate – participate in societal
conversations to increase the level of resistance to antiKopimisticism laws. The anti-Kopimistic laws and
lobbying organizations operating are modern incarnations
of censorship.

22

23

https://web.archive.org/web/20121208092442/http://kopimism.me/donate
https://web.archive.org/web/20131009152231/http://kopimism.me/about
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41. The Kopimist Church of Idaho solicited and accepted allegedly
tax deductible donations to keep the tuebl servers up and running. 24

42. Mr. McCrea publicly touted that the donations he had been
receiving were adding up to a significant sum, with which he would buy an
airplane. 25

43. Apparently, Mr. McCrea was successful, as he is posing with an
aircraft on his twitter page 26 and the 1967 PIPER PA-28-140 Fixed wing

24

25
26

https://web.archive.org/web/20121208092442/http://kopimism.me/donate
https://falkvinge.net/2013/09/21/paypal-takes-on-kopimism/
https://twitter.com/travisvancouver
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single engine with registration number N9689W was registered to the
Kopimist Church of Idaho March 28, 2014. 27

44. Indeed, with the donations, Mr. McCrea projects a life of luxury,
including yacht trips in the English Bay of Vancouver and horse riding. 28

45. The Kopimist Church of Idaho was administratively closed
November 30, 2017 due to inactivity.
27
28

https://flightaware.com/resources/registration/N9689W
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VciWd4vL6gk&t=79s;
http://caseywolfgang.com/travis-mccrea-pirate-party-canada/
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46. On January 4, 2016, Mr. McCrea registered Canadian Federal
corporation “Kopimist Church of Canada,” Corporation Number 958507-9,
operating out of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

The Kopimist

Church of Canada’s sole director is Mr. McCrea.
McCrea’s eBook.Bike Website
47. The eBook.Bike website states on the home page that it is “[a]
Travis McCrea website, made with love in Vancouver, BC” and lists Travis
McCrea as the “contact.” 29
48. Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike website lists its physical contact
address as a Canadian Royal Post Office Box in Vancouver, British
Columbia, Canada. 30
49. Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike website continues to serve the same
function and mission as his tuebl website, and as of about December
2015, McCrea began redirecting his tuebl.ca website to his eBook.Bike
website. 31

29
30
31

https://ebook.bike/
https://ebook.bike/
https://web.archive.org/web/20151204112148/http://tuebl.ca/;
https://twitter.com/hashtag/ebookbike?lang=en&lang=en
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50. Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike website does not require that a user
create an account or log on to access eBook.Bike. There are no terms of
service that must be accepted, or any terms of service at all.
51. Mr. McCrea has said that he operates his eBook.Bike website
alone. 32
52. Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike solicits visitors of the site to upload
books to the website and facilitates such uploading with an interface where
anonymous visitors to the website can simply “drag and drop” a file which
contains an entire book. There is no message, warning, or other instruction

32

https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/books/2019/03/09/authorsirritated-by-smug-defence-of-vancouver-website-they-say-is-stealingtheir-work.html.
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on the upload page that persons should not share copyrighted works or
works for which they do not own the copyright: 33

53. As of the filing of this complaint, eBook.Bike has no legal page,
no terms of service page, and the FAQs never instruct users not to upload
unlicensed works for which they do not hold the copyrights. 34
54. After a user uploads a work, Mr. McCrea categorizes the book;
links metadata to make books searchable by category, author, title, or tag,
such as language of publication; and provides “browsing” features, some

33
34

https://upload.ebook.bike/.
https://upload.ebook.bike/faq.html.
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requiring tracking of dates and activity, such as presenting random, newest,
latest published, and popular books. 35

55. Upon information and belief, for each uploaded file, Mr. McCrea
searches for, finds, and copies the cover of the works, descriptions of the
book, dates of publication, language of publication, to build a single page
for each book. Upon information and belief, Mr. McCrea further tags the
work and converts the uploaded file into various formats (e.g., EPUB to

35

https://ebook.bike.
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text or vice versa), adding the ability to download the work in multiple
formats. An example is shown below: 36

56. Mr. McCrea provides visitors to his eBook.Bike website
instructions and help on how to copy the unlicensed works appearing on his

36

https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5c8d63d1b8da3/black-friday.html
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website, and shows users how to download them to their devices, such as
their iPhone.

57. Mr. McCrea is structuring his eBook.Bike website as a gateway
to convert the website traffic he generates from unauthorized distribution
of copyrighted works into sales via his eBook.Bike online store: 37

37

https://mailchi.mp/06be0324852b/ebookbikestore.
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58. As of the time of this complaint, Mr. McCrea, through his
eBook.Bike website, makes at least twelve of Mr. Van Stry’s works, with
registered copyrights [see Exhibit 1], available to anyone visiting his
website, via “fee” “anonymous” download (collectively “Works”):
1. Portals of Infinity: Book One: Champion for Hire38

2. Perfect Strangers39

3. Portals of Infinity: Kaiju 40

38

39
40

https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5b52c4dbde1e6/portals-of-infinity-bookone-champion-for-hire.html
https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5ba4820481c59/perfect-strangers.html
https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5ba04e1e13717/kaiju.html
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4. Portals of Infinity: Book Two: The God Game41

5. Portals of Infinity: Book Three: Of Temples and Trials 42

6. Portals of Infinity: Book Four: The Sea of Grass43

41
42
43

https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5ba04e353629a/the-god-game.html
https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5ba04e26b4728/of-temples-and-trials.html
https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5ba04e3ac97d1/the-sea-of-grass.html
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7. Portals of Infinity: Book Five: Demigods and Deities44

8. Portals of Infinity: Reprisal45

9. When It Falls46

10. Stand On It47

44
45
46
47

https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5ba04e1463702/demigods-and-deities.html
https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5ba04e2bc86ff/reprisal.html
https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5c8d63f4a0dda/when-it-falls.html
https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5c8d63eda9750/stand-on-it.html
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11. Black Friday48

12. Over Our Heads49

59.

Plaintiff has downloaded and verified this infringing activity by

downloading the works via the internet.
60. Mr. McCrea copies and provides the entirety of the unlicensed
works.
61. Mr. McCrea’s infringements are not for the purpose of scholarly
review, literary critique or parody, for which Mr. McCrea provides none.
62. From publicly available information, it appears that Mr. McCrea
receives a torrent of complaints such as Mr. McCrea would have to be
willfully blind to be unaware that the material he was soliciting on his

48
49

https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5c8d63d1b8da3/black-friday.html
https://ebook.bike/book/ebb-5c8d63e68d90d/over-our-heads.html
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website and being uploaded was not being uploaded by the copyright holder
and was unlicensed. The following are a very small set of examples. 50

63. Additionally, from the nature of many of the books that are
extremely well known, it would be objectively obvious to a reasonable
person that the material he copies, publicizes, makes available for search
and provides for download was both copyrighted and unlicensed, and,
again, only willful blindness would account for a belief the works were
uploaded by the rightful copyright holder. For example, on his eBook.Bike
homepage which Mr. McCrea constructs, he has prominently displayed
50

https://twitter.com/NanciRathbun/status/1108843195150942208;
https://twitter.com/SuzanTisdale/status/1104088883648778240;
https://twitter.com/TonyKent_Writes/status/1103329328958451715
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First Lady’s, Michelle Obama’s, book as well as other New York Time Best
Sellers, such as All the Light we Cannot See. 51

A quick search shows that eBooks.Bike has many other examples as
well, such as books by Stephen King, J.K. Rowling, Joanne Harris, Tom
Clancy, and thousands more. 52

51
52

https://web.archive.org/web/20190209165420/https://ebook.bike/
https://ebook.bike/search/stephen-king.html;
https://ebook.bike/search/j.k.-rowling.html;
https://ebook.bike/book/12594506901743/chocolat.html;
https://ebook.bike/book/12646481789933/line-of-control.html
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64. Indeed, Mr. McCrea responded to author Joanne Harris’ plea for
his site to stop pirating her books—and all books— by acknowledging his
site is distributing her books without her permission, yet, as of the writing
of this complaint, Mr. McCrea is still making Ms. Harris’ works available
via his eBook.Bike website. 53
65. While an affirmative defense that plaintiff need not address at the
pleading stage, nonetheless, Mr. McCrea is not eligible for the safe harbor
provisions of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”), including
because he is not a “Service Provider,” and fails to meet many of the
prerequisites to qualify. As just one of many examples, Mr. McCrea does
not accept email DMCA take-down requests, which is an unacceptable
restriction, as the statute puts forth the required elements for a valid takedown notice, see 17 U.S.C. § 512(c)(3), and only requires notice be in
writing, within which email clearly falls. 54

53

54

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/m000357c;
https://www.thebookseller.com/news/harris-hits-out-pirate-site-andcalls-legal-precedent-965311
https://dmca.ebook.bike/
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66. On March 11, 2019, Mr. Van Stry sent an email to
legal@ebook.bike asking that fifteen identified works be taken down from
the eBook.Bike webiste. He received no response, and, as of the writing of
this complaint, none of the works has been taken down.
67. March 12, 2019, counsel for Mr. Van Stry sent a letter to
eBook.Bike via the United States Postal Service to the address provided on
Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike website, as well as by email to info@ebook.bike
and legal@ebook.bike, in compliance with the 17 U.S.C. §512(c)(3), also
asking that fifteen identified works be taken down. Counsel received no
response, and, as of the writing of this complaint, none of the works has
been taken down (indeed others have been put up).
68. A search of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (“ICANN”) returns that Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike website server
is registered to Cloudflare, Inc. (“Cloudflare”). 55

55

https://whois.icann.org/en/lookup?name=ebook.bike
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Cloudflare
69. However, Cloudflare is a reverse-proxy, pass-through service, a
vehicle which offers very limited information concerning Mr. McCrea’s
eBook.Bike’s actual hosting server.
70. In addition to this “hiding feature,” Mr. McCrea has said that he
uses Cloudflare specifically because Cloudflare will never interfere with a
website’s illegal activities. 56

71. When Mr. Van Stry’s counsel presented Cloudflare with a DMCA
take-down notice, Cloudflare responded: “Cloudflare is a network provider
offering a reverse proxy, pass‐through security service,” “not a hosting
provider.” Cloudflare simply provided a name of the hosting provider,
“PONYNET

‐

FranTech

Solutions,

US,”

and

an

email

address,

“admin@frantech.ca”; indicated that the notice was forwarded, presumably
to the given email address; and suggested an avenue for further search, i.e.,
performing a “whois query” for Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike domain.

56

https://web.archive.org/web/20121102101253/http://travismccrea.com/
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72. When Mr. Van Stry’s counsel requested Cloudflare supply further
information, such as a physical address, telephone number, and any other
contact information Cloudflare may have had for its customer, Frantech,
Cloudflare responded “[w]e make no claims to the accuracy of the
information published by that hosting provider” and “we have no further
information regarding that hosting provider.”

That is, according to

Cloudflare, Clouldflare accepts whatever information their customer gives
them regarding the customer’s name and email address, even if the
information is incorrect, and does not require any other contact information,
such as a physical address or telephone number. Cloudflare’s attorney also
suggested that Frantech could be contacted via Twitter.
Frantech
73. The American Registry for Internet Numbers (“ARIN”) is
responsible for, among other things, assigning internet addresses in Canada
and the United States. ARIN relies upon the companies requesting internet
addresses to provide correct information. An ARIN search for “Frantech
Solutions,” the name Cloudflare provided as supplying the servers which
host the eBook.Bike website for McCrea and which stores and distributes
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the infringing materials for McCrea’s eBook.Bike website, returns the
following results. 57

74. However, the address ARIN lists for “FranTech Solutions”
belongs to the organization called, “Wyoming Registered Agent.” This
organization confirmed that they do not accept service for a company called
FranTech Solutions.
75. A search of the Wyoming Secretary of State shows only one
company with the word “frantech” in its title, Frantech USA, LLC;
however, the database also shows that Frantech USA, LLC was
administratively dissolved in September 18, 2012.58

57
58

https://search.arin.net/rdap/?query=FranTech%20Solutions
https://wyobiz.wy.gov/Business/FilingDetails.aspx?eFNum=251115190037213094017010143020182049012139075039
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76. As such, it appears Frantech provided ARIN an incorrect address
or failed to update its address.
77. Frantech gave no overt response to counsel for Mr. Van Stry’s
request to remove the infringing works on its servers, provided in the form
of a fully compliant DMCA take-down request sent on March 15, 2019 to
the email address provided by Cloudflare, admin@frantech.ca. However,
counsel thereafter received malicious emails through a website account that
had never been used since its creation (approximately 5 years before). 59
78. While an affirmative defense that Paintiff need not address at the
pleading stage, nonetheless, Frantech is not eligible for the safe harbor
provisions of the DMCA, it fails to meet many of the prerequisites to
qualify. As just two or many examples, Frantech ignored and failed to

59

https://wyobiz.wy.gov/Business/FilingDetails.aspx?eFNum=251115190037213094017010143020182049012139075039
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respond to DMCA take-down requests and failed to designate an agent as
required. 60
79. As of the writing of this complaint, the Frantech “contact us” link
points to the buyvm.net/contactus.php URL; however, this provides no
information: 61

80. By navigating to the “client portal” a person can submit a form to
contact Frantech; however, there is no other address or telephone
information, and the website simply indicates that it is owned by
“FranTech,” with no information as to what type of organization or
corporate entity, if any, “FranTech” is, or a physical address where
Frantech is located. 62

81. The Canadian internet authority responsible for keeping track of
owners of “.ca” websites, the Canadian Internet Registration Authority

60
61
62

https://dmca.ebook.bike/
https://buyvm.net/contactus.php
https://my.frantech.ca/contact.php
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(“CIRA”), provides no contact information for Frantech.ca 63 and refuses to
provide it upon request unless there is a Canadian cause of action; U.S.
copyright violations will not suffice. 64

82. As of the writing of this complaint, the frantech.ca website main
page redirects persons to Frantech’s “alternative brand, BuyVM.”

63
64

https://cira.ca/ca-domains/whois
https://cira.ca/request-disclosure-registrant-information
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BuyVM
83. The BuyVM website notes that BuyVM is “[a] division of
frantech Solutions” and BuyVM provides virtual machine servers and
storage. 65
84. The “contact us” link at BuyVM simply redirects to the Frantech
submission form, and there is no other information regarding a physical
location or telephone number to call. 66
85. Historical captures of BuyVM indicate that BuyVM was created
and run by two men, Messrs. Francisco Dias (“Mr. Dias”) and Aldryic
C’boas. 67 Indeed, upon information and belief, the site is named Frantech
after Francisco.

65
66
67

https://buyvm.net/
https://my.frantech.ca/contact.php
https://web.archive.org/web/20160606083852/http://buyvm.net/contactus.php
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86. Other historical captures indicate that Frantech Solutions may be
contacted at 3635 Craigmillar Ave, Victoria, BC, V8P 3H2, Canada. 68
87. Google street view shows this to be a residential address.69
88. On information and belief, Frantech is now solely run by Mr. Dias
with assistance from two individuals with first names Karen and Anthony.70
89. On information and belief, as with Frantech, Mr. Dias “seems to
have filled out some of his domain registrations with fake addresses; for
example, what he claimed as the permanent address of BuyVM was actually
the . . . San Jose branch office of the IRS.” 71

68

69
70

71

https://web.archive.org/web/20120504020528/http://frantech.ca/contactus.php
https://goo.gl/maps/cvEHwcZHeY62
https://www.webhostingtalk.com/showthread.php?t=1757132&p=10126424&highlight=Aldryic#post10126424
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2016/9/14/1567328/-Francisco-DiasHarboring-a-Dangerous-Guest?
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90. On information and belief, Frantech also operates “BuyShared”
through Buyshared.net, which touts that it provides hosting in Luxembourg
and that “there is no DMCA takedown enforcement in Luxembourg.” 72
91. On information and belief, Frantech has a business policy of being
indiscriminate with whom they provide hosting services. For instance,
Frantech provides, or has provided, hosting services for neo-Nazi and hate
groups. 73
92. Also, on information and belief, Frantech has shown a willingness
to commit infringement for money. For example, given that Frantech is
providing services with a supposed Microsoft Corporation license for an
operating system, for less than the cost of the license alone, several people
have questioned whether Frantech is distributing the Windows without a
license. 74

72
73

74

https://buyshared.net/about-buyshared/
https://www.newyorker.com/tech/annals-of-technology/the-neo-nazisof-the-daily-stormer-wander-the-digital-wilderness;
http://web.archive.org/web/20130608120217/http://imgur.com/a/gRlTp
https://www.webhostingtalk.com/showthread.php?t=933509;
https://mangolassi.it/topic/12750/is-buyvm-pricing-too-good-to-betrue/3
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93. Mr. McCrea confirmed that he used the BuyVM hosting service
at least as early as November 14, 2012, with the following review which
Frantech displays. 75

94. Mr. McCrea also indicated that he uses the BuyVM hosting
service, because BuyVM allows torrent file sharing activity,76 such as Mr.
McCrea used with his PirateLibrary website, for dissemination of large files

75
76

https://buyvm.net/customer-reviews-buyvm/
BitTorrent is used for illegal distribution of copyrighted content such as
films, television episodes, music, and software via a peer-to-peer file
sharing system. Envisional Estimates Infringing Use, Y ALE J.L. & T ECH .
183–85 (2011), available at http://www.yalelawtech.org/p2p-lawpiracy/envisional-estimates-infringing-use/; see also Funimation Entm’t
v Does 1-427, 2:11-cv-00269 (E.D. Tex. Sept. 16, 2016) [Dkt 43].
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with an “official line” that BuyVM “cannot” help stop copyright
infringement. 77

95. This is consistent with other customers who sought out Frantech
for its blind-eye towards illegal activity, such as one who said, “I then asked
if they complied with any dmca orders, and they said no and they laughed
at dmca demands.” 78
96. Frantech has shown that it has the ability to shut down a user’s
account as shown, especially when the company Frantech is using, Voxility
LLC, threatens to disrupt service to Frantech’s larger customers. Frantech

77
78

https://mailman.stanford.edu/pipermail/liberationtech/2013-April.txt
http://www.badbizreport.is/frantech-ca-stay-away-from-theses-crooksand-liars/
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simply chooses not to address its customer’s, Travis McCrea’s, eBook.Bike
website. 79

97. Frantech’s actual control is consistent with Frantech’s terms of
service which indicate that “Frantech may cancel or suspend your access to
Frantech services at any time and for any reason without notice.” 80
Summary
98. The four-tier scheme to engage in massive copyright infringement
is illustrated in the following figure. Each Defendant, at least implicitly,
and likely explicitly, understands its role in the organization to maintain

79

80

http://www.badbizreport.is/frantech-ca-stay-away-from-theses-crooksand-liars/
https://buyvm.net/terms-of-service/.
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the scheme of conducting rampant intellectual property theft, and making
it as hard as possible to put an end to it or seek legal redress.
Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike
McCrea encourages anonymous visitors to upload books
where Mr. McCrea displays & copies—directly
infringing—categorizes, and encourages website visitors
to download copies without authors’ permission; ignoring
requests to cease infringing activities.

BuyVM/Frantech (Hosting Server)
Hosts eBook.Bike website conducting infringing activity,
violating copyright law, ignoring notices of infringing
activity on its servers, and takes no action in response to
request to stop eBook.Bike.

Cloudflare (Reverse VPN)
Reverse VPN obscures hosting servers and obtains no
meaningful information from its customers, making it
impossible to meaningfully identify and serve them when
the customer is involved in illegal activity.

Anonymous Users
Uploads books to Mr.
McCrea’s eBook.Bike
without authors’
permission in violation of
copyrights.

Anonymous Users
Downloads millions of
books from Mr. McCrea’s
eBook.Bike in violation of
copyrights.

99. As recently as March 16, 2019, Mr. McCrea expressed, “I want
someone to sue me. I want to win that case and then have legal precedent.” 81

81

https://torrentfreak.com/travis-mcrae-sue-me-over-ebook-site-i-wantthe-bs-over-done-with-190316/;
https://twitter.com/i/web/status/1102682655202598913
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His wish has been granted.
COUNT I—COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT
100. Plaintiff hereby re-alleges and incorporates by reference the
allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 99.

Direct
101. Each Defendant, without Plaintiff’s permission or consent,
copied and distributed entire copies of, Plaintiff’s works, as described
above, by and through Mr. McCrea’s eBook.Bike website hosted by Mr.
Dias doing business as Frantech/BuyVM without authorization or right.
102. Additionally, Mr. McCrea violated Plaintiff’s distribution rights,
which, in the electronic context, is synonymous with publication of a
copyrighted work.

With publication, no actual dissemination of the

copyrighted work is necessary, as long as there is an offer to distribute
copies.
103. Here, Mr. McCrea also offered to distribute copies of the above
identified Works.
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104. While copyright infringement is a strict liability offense, and a
court will not absolve a defendant for copying a work unconsciously or
truly believing the conduct was non-infringing, the facts and circumstances
as described above show that the publication and distribution of the copies
is an intentional willful act requiring a number of intentional steps, and the
willful disregard of actual notice of infringement.82
105. As a result of the foregoing, each defendant violated one or more
of plaintiff’s exclusive right to distribute and reproduce the works in copies,
in violation of 17 U.S.C. §§ 106(1) and 501.
106. Each defendant’s conduct has been willful within the meaning
of 17 U.S.C. § 504(c)(2), intentional, in disregard of and indifferent to
plaintiff’s rights, with notice, and with the intent to deprive plaintiff of
income and cause plaintiff harm.
107. Plaintiff has suffered actual damages that were proximately
caused by each of the defendants, including lost sales, price erosion and a
diminution of the value of its copyright.

82

The Copyright Act of 1909 removed the “knowing” requirement, making
copyright infringement a strict liability offense. Mens rea should only
be considered for damages. See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. §504(c)(2) (providing
the Court with discretion to lower damages when an infringer can prove
he or she “was not aware and had no reason to believe that his or her acts
constituted an infringement of copyright.”).
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Contributory
108. Contributory infringement arises where there is (1) direct
infringement by a primary infringer, (2) knowledge of the infringement,
and (3) material contribution to the infringement. Material contribution can
be in the form of a contribution of machinery or goods that provide the
means to infringe.
109. Mr. McCrea is also contributorily liable for the direct
infringement of the users of his website.

As described above, every

unauthorized and unlicensed upload and download by users of Mr.
McCrea’s website is an act of direct infringement and the users are primary
infringers. Mr. McCrea had actual knowledge of the infringement through
notice via various channels, and, even if Mr. McCrea did not, Mr. McCrea
would have to be willfully blind to be unaware of the rampant infringement,
due to the objective facts and circumstances surrounding his eBook.Bike
website.

Finally, Mr. McCrea materially contributed to the direct

infringement by providing a software platform which encouraged and
facilitated copyright infringement in both the upload and download process,
and which provides visitors to his website specific instructions under the
FAQ section on how to download books from his eBook.Bike website to
user’s Kindle, Kobo Reader, Android and Nook devices.
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110. Frantech is also contributorily liable for the direct infringement
of Mr. McCrea and the users of his website. As described above, every
unauthorized and unlicensed upload and download by users of Mr.
McCrea’s website is an act of direct infringement and the users are primary
infringers. And Mr. McCrea is a direct infringer when he copied one format
of an electronic book to another. Frantech had actual knowledge of the
infringement through notice via various channels, and, even if Frantech did
not, Frantech had to have been willfully blind to be unaware of the rampant
infringement due to the objective facts and circumstances surrounding
Frantech’s client’s, Mr. McCrea’s, eBook.Bike website. Finally, Frantech
materially contributed to the direct infringement by providing a hardware
platform with software operating systems and management utilities which
encouraged and facilitated copyright infringement.

Vicarious
111. Vicarious liability requires neither knowledge of direct
infringement nor intent to infringe, but only requires that a defendant has
the right and ability to supervise the infringing activity and also has a direct
financial interest in such activities.
112. As described above, Mr. McCrea is the sole administrator of the
eBook.Bike website and, as such, has the ability to control all activities
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therein. Moreover, he admits that he has the right and ability to supervise
the infringing activity, often indicating that copyright holders have not met
his extra-statutory requirements, so he chooses not to act to stop the
infringing activity taking place through his website after receiving notice.
Mr. McCrea also derives a financial benefit directly via contributions and
indirectly via advertising to users drawn by the infringing activities.
113. To the extent Frantech allows Mr. McCrea, a Frantech subscriber
and customer whom Frantech has the ability to control or reasonably
discipline for misuse of Frantech’s hosting services, to use the Frantech
machines and internet connections to obtain copies and distribute the Works
in return for money, Frantech is also vicariously liable.

Frantech also

receives a benefit in that the endorsement of Mr. McCrea of Frantech acts
as a “draw” for customers who are similarly looking for a website hosting
platform which will turn a blind-eye to illegal activity, such as Mr.
McCrea’s wholesale copyright infringement on a massive scale. Frantech’s
“turning a blind eye” to detectable acts of infringement for the sake of profit
gives rise to liability.

Preliminary Injunction
114. Under 17 U.S.C. § 502(a), a court may “grant temporary and
final injunctions on such terms as it may deem reasonable to prevent or
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restrain infringement of a copyright.”

Preliminary injunctions usually

consider (1) the plaintiff’s likelihood of success on the merits of the
underlying dispute; (2) the possibility of irreparable harm to the plaintiff if
preliminary relief is denied; (3) the harm to the defendant if an injunction
is issued; and (4) the public interest.
115. This Complaint has gone beyond establishing a prima facie
claim of copyright infringement and shown actual infringement, satisfying
the first two factors of the balancing test.

Defendant cannot claim a

cognizable harm in being prevented from seeking fame and making a profit
through infringing activity.

And the public interest is the interest in

upholding copyright protections, because Congress has elected to grant
certain exclusive rights to the owner of a copyright in a protected work, so
it is virtually axiomatic that the public interest can only be served by
upholding copyright protections and, correspondingly, preventing the
misappropriation of the skills, creative energies, and resources which are
invested in the protected work. As such, all four factors decidedly militate
in favor of a preliminary injunction against Defendants that they are not to
reproduce, publish, display or distribute any copies of Plaintiffs Works in
any way.
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DEMAND FOR JURY
116. Plainitff demands a trial by jury on all issues so triable.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against Defendants as
follows:
A. Entry of a preliminary and permanent injunction enjoining each
Defendant from directly, indirectly, contributorily or vicariously
infringing Plaintiff’s rights, including without limitation copying,
distributing, or making available for distribution, Plaintiff’s Works or
other titles by the same author, except pursuant to a lawful license or
with the express authority of Plaintiff;
B. Entry of an order that, upon Plaintiff’s request, those in privity with
Defendants and those with notice of the injunction, including, without
limitation, any online marketplace platforms, web hosts, sponsored
search engine or ad-word providers, credit cards, banks, merchant
account providers, third party processors and other payment
processing

service

providers,

and

Internet

search

engines

(collectively, the “Third Party Providers”) shall: (i) disable and cease
providing services being used by Defendants, currently or in the
future, to engage in the copying and distribution of the Works or other
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titles by the same author; (ii) disable and cease displaying any
advertisements used by or associated with Defendants in connection
with the copying and distribution of the Works or other titles by the
same author; and (iii) take all steps necessary to prevent links to the
Defendants’ accounts from displaying in search results, including, but
not limited to, removing links to the online marketplace accounts
from any search index;
C. Actual damages and profits to be proven at trial under 17 U.S.C. §
504(b), including prejudgment interest, or, as Plaintiff may elect at
any time before final judgment is rendered, statutory damages
pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 504(c).
D. If statutory damages are elected, a finding that Defendants’
infringement was committed willfully, and an order increasing the
award of statutory damages to a just sum of not more than $150,000
per infringement;
E. If statutory damages are not elected, a finding that Defendants’
infringement was committed willfully, and an award of punitive
damages;
F. Plaintiff’s reasonable costs and attorney fees pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §
505;
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G. Post-judgment interest; and
H. Such other and further relief as the Court deems proper.
Dated: March 27, 2019

Respectfully submitted,
s/ Joshua Wyde
Joshua S. Wyde
Tex. State Bar No. 24060858
THE LAW OFFICE OF JOSHUA S WYDE
710 N. Post Oak Rd. Suite 105
Houston, TX 77024
Tel: (713) 482–1916
Fax: (713)466–6563
jwyde@wydelegal.com
s/ Gary J. Fischman
Gary J. Fischman (pro hac vice pending)
Tex. State Bar No. 00787469
FISCHMAN LAW PLLC
710 N. Post Oak Rd. Suite 105
Houston, Texas 77024
Tel: (713) 900–4924
fischman@fischmaniplaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff John Van Stry
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